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ABSTRACT

Feature selection has become revenue to many research regions that manage machine learning and data 
mining since it allows the classifiers to be cost-efficient, time-saving, and more precise. In this chapter, 
the feature selection strategy is consolidating by utilizing the combined feature selection technique, spe-
cifically recursive feature elimination, chi-square, info-gain, and principal component analysis. Machine 
learning algorithms like logistic regression, random support vector machine, and decision trees are ap-
plied in three different datasets that are pre-processed with combined feature selection technique. Then 
these algorithms are ensembled using voting classifier. The improvement in accuracy of the classifiers 
is observed by the impact of the combined feature selection.

INTRODUCTION

Dimensionality reduction is the way toward eliminating repetitive or insignificant highlights from the 
first informational index. So the execution season of the classifier that measures the information de-
creases, likewise precision increments on the grounds that unessential highlights can incorporate noisy 
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data influencing the order exactness adversely. With include determination the umderstandability can 
be improved and cost of information dealing with decreases.

Feature selection, as a dimensionality decrease strategy, expects to pick a little subset of the sig-
nificant highlights from the original features by eliminating unimportant, excess or noisy highlights. 
Feature selection, normally can prompt better learning execution, i.e., higher learning precision, lesser 
computational expense, and better model interpretability.

This work utilizes combined feature selection technique and Machine learning strategies for forecast 
with higher exactness rate. The proposed strategy has used with the machine learning method. The com-
ponent determination system shows the significance of choice procedure. It gives the better precision 
for calculations with the diminished dataset.

We utilize three particular dataset namely, skin ailment dataset (1st dataset). The UCI facility provided 
the dataset. The dataset includes 22 Histopathological features and 12 clinical attributes. The target vari-
able contains the characteristics from 1 to 6. 2nd dataset-> was acquired from UCI which is a diabetic 
dataset called Pima Diabetes dataset .3rd dataset->Diabetes dataset was acquired from kaggle. It contains 
50 segments and 1 lakh records. Diabetes dataset maintains portrayal in an exceedingly twofold associa-
tion that involves 0 and 1 which represents diabetes non-affected and diabetes affected independently.

The CFS is employed to select the rule credits. Four component assurance methods namely Principal 
component analysis, Recursive feature elimination, Chi-square and Info-gain are joined for performing 
the endeavour. This system performs diversely on the datasets. Joining the methodologies which are 
performing particularly would pass highest outcomes. So, selecting the customary features which are 
looked over all the four component assurance strategy records. Diabetes dataset maintains request dur-
ing a twofold arrangement that contains 0 and 1 which represents diabetes non-affected and diabetes 
affected independently.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Xie and Wang (2011) introduced a new strategy called half breed highlight determination, it improves 
F-score value along with Sequential Forward Search (IFSFS). The research got the main F-score by 
separating courses of real numbers assessment and isolation among extra genuine number arrangement. 
The better F-score and Sequential Forward Search are merged as ideal segment during time spent com-
ponent assurance, be that as it may, that improved F-score as channel methodology evaluation model, 
and, SFS as appraisal system covering procedure.

Aruna et al (2012) came out with a hybrid feature decision procedure explicitly IGSBFS (Informa-
tion Gain and Sequential Backward Floating Search), which solidifies potential gains channels just as 
covers pick ideal part beginning with first rundown of abilities reliant upon a characteristic model of 
NB. Information Gain variable evaluator are used in the opposite assurance progressively or otherwise 
called as straight forward decision along with skimming forward decision (IGSBFS) (FS2). In IGSBFS, 
IG functions as channels to dispose of abundance features. The course of action precision of the offered, 
method put forward is 98.9% with 10 features.

Xie et al (2013) developed an alternate hybrid FS computation across F-score where critical attributes 
as per a disorder dataset. Incorporate subset age pertinent features, glancing through techniques, for 
instance, SBFS, ESFS, and SFFS and summarized F-score to survey meaning of every segment. These 
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